Welcome to IFDA 2019 in Taipei..................

Could I give you some direction to the venue in main campus of NTU ?
A is G07 Gongguan Station, Taipei METRO

• Take Green Line to Station
A is G07 Gongguan Station, Taipei METRO

• Follow direction, exiting from EXIT 3 to NTU

(How about buy some donuts for snack)
A is G07 Gongguan Station, Taipei METRO

• Go up stair, when exit METRO station, you’ll see this street view. (If no, Woo..)

• You can look back, to double check that you are here.
A is G07 Gongguan Station, Taipei METRO

• Turn right and go straight,

• Lots bikes on you right hand, and we will mount our IFDA flag beside the wall.
P1 is the Point 1, you can see the NTU Gate

• At Point 1, turn right and the NTU main gate is there.

• Walk a little, ..... NTU Gate

• Cross the gate, to the P2 point
At P2, ...

- At P2, you will see the NTU new main library at the end of the Royal Palm Blvd.

- At P2, you also can see the old main library in front of your left hide by trees. “venue for icebreaker” is here (17:30-20:30, July 14).
If you will not attend “ice breaker”....
You can skip to page 13.
At P2, ......

- Walk a little, ......, Cross the Blvd., don’t miss the “ice breaker” activity. (On the 2nd floor of Building M3)
B building, the Old Main Library (M3)

- Use left or right stair, direct go up to 2nd floor.
• Go up to the 2\textsuperscript{nd} floor.

• We are waiting for you at the rear.
Welcome again,
At P2, Royal Palm Blvd.....

- At P2, you can see the NTU new main library at the end of the road.

- After 50m walking, our “FU Bell” placed on the right side.
On Royal Palm Blvd.....

• P3 (point 3) at the end of the road, in front of the garden of NTU main library
At P3(Point 3) ...

- Turn left,
- “Multi-Purpose Classroom Building” (Brown color) is the 2\textsuperscript{nd} building on the right side of Palm Ave.,
• After 25m walking, ..... 

• When you see this building 

• Congratulation, You are not lost. 

• The reception is at 2nd floor.